ABSTRACT. This paper describes a variational approach for computing eigenalues of a two point boundary value problem associated with coupled second order equations to which a fourth order linear differential equation is reduced. An attractive feature of this approach is the technique of enforcing the boundary conditions by the variational functional. Consequently, the expansion functions need not satisfy any of them.
I. INTRODUCTION.
In a number of papers finite (1.3)
Such boundary value problems occur frequently in applied mathematics, modern physics and engineering,see [1, 2, 3, 4] . Chawla y" f 0
(1.Sb)
The associated boundary conditions (1.2) can be written in this case as:
In the nert section we propose a variational priciple for the solution of (1. ands3 =0. Theorem3. The functional (2.1) is stationary at the solution of (1.5)-(1.6c), where for this pair of boundary conditions we set al =a2 =Oand3 I.
The proof of theorem2 and Theorem3 Parallel that of theoreml and, therefore, are omitted.
3. MATRIX SET-UP. In the same manner, the elements of the matrix D in (3.3) can be related to B s+)" using the identity 2
The elements of the matrices and require a slightly differet treatment due to the presence of the function p(x) in ij and q(x) in ij"
llere we require the expansion
'klT(x) (4.11) and similarly for the function q(x). We assume that Fast Fourier Transform techniques are 
